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TENNIS TEAMS TRIUMPHS OVER G. W.
A. Winfield Honey Presents
Splendid Performance
<*•-

LYCEUM COURSE IS CONCLUDED
WITH BIBLICAL INTERPRETER'S
PERFORMANCE
As a concluding number on what
ha* been one of the most successful
lyceum courses ever had at H. T. C,
A. Winfield, Hoeny, interpreter of
Biblical drama, appeared at Walter
Reed Hall Friday night, May 17, in a
brilliant recital.
Mr. Hoeny's appearance had been
rather heralded by the satisfactory
comments of those who had heard him
before, and thus the fairly good-sized
audience was decidedly enthusiastic.
The beginning of the program was
made in utter darkness.
Slowly a
light from a small torch-light could be
seen, and a deep voice was heard.
Winfield Honey had begun his program with the famous "I Am The Old
Man of The Sea."
was the mos remarkable element. His
In this reading, Mr. Hoeny's voice
interpretation was thoroughly splendid, but his voice had the depth, richness, and resonance to command attention. His characterization was
extremely striking, the most outstanding reading of his recital.
Mr. Hoeny's interpretation of the
Fifty-first Psalm was splendid. Each
word of his discourse showed plainly
his deep insight into the Bible and its
meaning.
"Benjamin Valentine, of Richmond,
Virginia, who wrote "The Flood" has
contributed a masterpiece to America," said Mr. Hoeny. " 'The Flood'
has a far better significance and mastery of language than even Sidney
Lanier's 'Song of the Chattahoochee'."
Mr. Hoeny's reading of this was wellgiven.
"The Drums", by James Whitcomb
Riley, was one of the best interpretations of the evening.
The stacatto
sounds from Mr. Hoeny's perfectlycontrolled Voice seemed so entirely
realistic of drums and their quick,
sharp beating that the audience was
almost convinced of their nearness
A "cockney" poem, "A Gal of the
Streets" was a well-given reading and
one that excited much applause.
As a last reading, Mr. Hoeny gave
"The. Little Black Dog," written
by a Roanoke woman, a poem that
has never been known or sung. Mr.
Hoeny in his discussion of it declared
it to be one of the finest poems ever
written. His interpretation was* an
excellent one.
Mr. Hoeny gave decidedly interesting facts about each of his readings.
The idea that he brought out through
his entire^ performance was that the
best poems have been written south of
the Mason and Dixon line. He declared a great many Southern writers
to be great authors who will never be
given their full recognition.
"All great literature is founded upon the Bible," said Mr. Hoeny.
He
brought out the relation of Shakesperian writings to the Bible;
The whole evening was one of the
most enjoyable ever witnessed at H.
,T. C. Such talent as Mr. Hoeny's is
a type appreciated to a great degree
here, and it is to be hoped that he will
return in the near future.

Aeolian Music Club
Gives Program of
Much Value

Calendar
Wednesday, May 22—Recital of
Repression students in Music
Room.
Thursday, May 23—Y. W. C. A.
Friday, May 24—Junior Ring
Dance
Music Recital of town students in music room
Saturday, May 25—Movie, presented by History Department
Sunday, May 26—Y. W. C. A.

Tennis and Swimming Teams
Compete With G. W. Athletes
Fleurette, High
School Play, Is
^Well-Given

WELL-CONTESTED MATCHES
ARE HELD ON EXCITING AND
ENTERTAINING TRIP

On Friday, May 10th, the tennis and
swimming teams left for Washington,
The Aeolian Club gave an enjoyable
The annual production of the Har- part in a bus, and part in Miss Marprogram during Chapel hour on Rririsonburg High School was given at but's ca^where they were to meet G.
day, May 10.
the New Virginia Theatre on Thurs- W. University in both of these sports.
Miss Shirley Miller, president of the
Miss Rath and Miss Marbut accomday, May 9.
organization first gave a short talk MR. DINGLEDINE GIVES
panied
them as coaches and chaperThe presentation was a dainty musin which she outlined the requirements
ones.
ical play of three acts, "Fleurette"
for a member of the society, and also HISTORY Of CALENDAR
They arrived there about 7 o'clock,
which with its choruses included
gave the aims of the club.
IN "KEEPING TIME" slightly over one hundred persons. with no casualty worse than one blowThe program followed Miss Miller's
The play was produced by the John out, and went to the Lee Hotel, where
talk. The first number was a piano
On Monday, May 13, another of the
B. Rogers Producing Company, and they stayed Friday night. Several
solo by May Coffma'n which was beau- series of lectures being given by the
expert professional direction was giv- times, however, some of the girls got
tifully played, with decided expression. Social Science department was delost and couldn't find the floor they
en by John W. Judd.
Next came a piano solo, by Virginia livered by Mr. Raymond C. DingleThe story contained in the play is belonged on. The tennis team was on
Coffman, who played a movement of dine.
The subject of the talk was
woven around Fleurette and, also the fourth floor and the swimming
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata. Her "Keeping Time", one on the history
around the disturbances in the married team on the sixth floor, so the elevainterpretation was most intelligently and uses of the calendar.
life of Sir Newton Wickham. He tors were kept quite busy.
given. A vocal solo, by Nellie Cowan
Mr. Dingledine spoke of the fact adores his wife Lady Anastasia and
Friday night everyone threw troubwas the next number. As is usual, that it might be an easy matter to
les
to the winds and went to a show
deluges her with hats and pretty
the singer gave her selection charm- calculate a simple calendar year if
at
the
Palace, and the mere standing
things all of the time. She is very
ingly. She wa accompanied by Shir- only the rotation and revolution of the
and
waiting
for one whole hour before
unappreciative, and almost treats her
ley Miller. The last number on the earth, and the revolution of the moon
seats
could
be
had . did not seem to
husband with disdain. Her brother,
program was a piano solo, "Valse Cap- around the earth were to be consider^bother
them.
Walter Wright, decides to try to make
rice," played by Nelson Chapman. ed but there are difficulties in the
Saturday morning, after breakfast,
her think of Sir Newton more-through
She played this with a splendid touch. shape of the sun. The units days and
the
swimming girls, with Miss Rath,
jealousy.
He bribes "Fleurette" to
This program of the Aeolian Club months are much more uniform, and get Sir Newton interested in her went to the Y. W. to try out the pool,
clearly demonstrated the ability of its are universally in use.
with the promise that he will get her diving board and new swimming suits,
members to meet the requirements of
In ancient times different people had upon the stage. "Fleurette" is a and the tennis team with Miss Marbut,
the club. The program was decidedly different times for the day to begin.
French girl working in M. Rene's Mod- tried out the tennis courts. During
well-given and most attractive.
The week is he result of human in- iste shop. Wright makes an agree- the latter part of the morning the
vention while the others depend upon ment also With Sir Newton unknown morning the swimming team "window
JUNIOR CLOTHsome astronomical phinbmetton.
to "Fleurette." Finally Fleurette gets shopped" from Woodward and Loth;
rops through the five and ten cent
The
month
is
measured
by
intervals
INfc CLASSdVES
on the stage, Sir Newton leaves his
of the moon but this also varies among wife to follow her, and Richard Hen- store.
CHAPEL PROGRAM different peoples, in Africa, a month
For lunch the G. W: Teams enterdricks becomes engaged to "Fleurette."
tained
both Harrisonburg teams,
is
from
three
to
five
days.
On Wednesday, May 15, the chapel
All of the time that "Fleurette" has
shortly
after
which came the tennis
The
origin
of
week
day
names
was
program was presented by the Junior
been in America she has been seeking
matches.
Here
Harrisonburg obtaininterestingly
elaborated
upon
by
the
Clothing class, assisted by the Sophoher only uncle. At last she finds him,
ed
a
well-won,
well-played
victory over
speaker.
There
are
a
mixture
also
more Clothing class.
and after many exciting and thrilling
G.
W.
being
derived
from
the
Scandinavian,
The program was a presentation of
incidents the tangles are all smoothed
The whole match consisted of three
styles in dresses from early Egyptian Roman and other languages.
out. Sir Newton and Lady Anastasia
singles,
played by Rand, Bones and
Semetic
in
origin
is
the
seven
day
times to the present day.
are reunited and "Fleurette" and
Miller,
and
two doubles, played by
week,
the
number
being
sacred,
numHitsoric clothing was portrayed to
Richard are happy with each other.
Rand
and
Bones,
and Bowers and Milerous
Biblical
references
being
made
the audience by girls representing
The play was brightened considerler.
Miller
and
Rand
won their sinto this sacred number.
people of early nations and ages.
ably by several clever musical numgles,
and,Bones
lost
hers
to G. W.
The month has a more varied his- bers. The costumes and scenery were
First, an Egyptian queen dressed in
Then
both
doubles
were
easily
won by
white with a vulcan head dress walk- tory and is more universally accepted. especially attractive.
Harrisonburg,
making
a
final
score
of
ed proudly across the stage. Follow- This fact is due to the regular interThe cast of characters in the play
4-1,
in
favor
of
H.
T.
C.
It
was
one
ing her came a Greecian maiden cloth- vals of the moon. Because the lunar were—
of the prettiest tennis matches they
ed in flowing dress and mantle. A month is not an exact division of the Cleopha, a maid
Miriam Hirsch
had-even seen, so spectators said. Both
year
there
is
a
difficulty
in
arranging
Roman conqueror with a laurel bough
Richard Hendricks, an attorney
George Wahington and Harrisonburg
a
thoroughly
exact
satisfactory
calenIrving Ney
upon his head, and wearing a short
did some splendid, accurate, scientific
dar.
tunic-like dress next eyed the onlookJean Du Prey, "Fleurette"
playing. And the girls playing seemIn the time of the Egyptians the
ers with disdainful mien.
Frances Houck
ed to enjoy it as much as those watchyear
was
figured
as
having
360
days
The next costumes shown were those
Sir Newton Wickham, American
ing.
but
discrepencies
were
found
and
reRepresentative of the Rolls Royce
of the Middle Ages in France from
The swimming meet followed soon—
visions
have
constantly
been
made
476 A. D. to 1500 A. D. These were
Std
Howard Whetzel
at 7:15 P. M. It was held at the Y.
through
the
centuries.
The
calendar
followed by representatives of the
Walter Wright, a stock broker
James Vance W. C. A. pool. Here George WashRenaissance period from 1500 to 1650 was revised by Julius Caesar, and
ington won over Harrisonburg by a
again
later,by
Gregory
in
1682.
Lady Anastasia
Frances Gardner
A. D.
^
score of 39-19, but the H. T, C. girls
The
Gregorian
calendar
is
the
one
Madame Pompadour, prominent in
David Dillingham, a theatrical
made a splendid showing. They made
in
use
to
day.
producer
Charles Chew
France about 1700 A. D., coquettishly
G. W. fight for every point she got,
Mr. Dingledine summed up his lec- Pierre Du Prey, Fleutette's Uncle
made her debut. After her came the
John Converse which made the meet quite exciting
styles of Colonial America—1620- ture by pointing out that difficulties
from beginning to end.
1781. Those ot New England were in fixing a workable calendar arises Billy, an actress
The events were: 80 yard free style
Maria Sheehy
simple and of dull colors while those from three causes, physical and civil,
dash;
40 yard breast stroke dash; 40
of Virginia were much more elaborate events of the past, and civil events of The Snowflake Queen
yard
free
style dash; fancy diving;
the future.
Jack Frost
Miriam Hirsch
and gayer.
40 yard back stroke; plunge for disWith much amusement the faculty
A man, An Usher, House Manager
tance, and the 80 yard free style reand Policeman
and student body watched the ladies HAVE YOU SUGGESlay. Evelyn Wilson deserves special
with the bustles of 1781 to 1900 flit
TIONS
FOR
THE
credit for her good work, by winning
across the stage.
PRETATIONS
ARE
first place in both of her individual
HANDBOOK?
The dresses of 1900 in America
events, diving and the 40 yard free
GIVEN
HERE
were also very interesting but not enstyle dash.
vied. Modern dresses„next appeared, The committee for the next year's
Mr. Edward Walderman, of New
After the meet the G. W. girls again
and feminine eyes watched eagerly handbook has begun work. With Doris York City, gave a delightful talk in "filled up" the swimming team with a
for the style which was their own. Bane as chairman, plans for the con- Chapel on Monday, May 13. Included
good supper. They must have known
These dresses were made by the wear- tent of the new edition are being in his talk were several character im- that the very jdea of food before the
ers in the sewing classes. AH were studied by the combination faculty- personations which were extremely meet was terrifying to all the swimstudent staff.
attractive, and well-made.
good. Mr. Walderman is one of the mers. After the supper, everyone
It is always of utmost value to have
The review, as a whole, made an
(Continued to Page i, Column 5)
(Continued to Page 6, Column t.)
(Continued to Page i Column 5)
enjoyable program.
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AJice Horsley—Editor
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WHETHER?
I wonder who hears the "Good-Night"
that I send
Soft on the silvery stars
The child unborn, or those long dead,
Or a stranger away on Mars?

TOM SAYr,:
"My position on the campus
seems to be in danger. I'm appealing to the student body in
this crisis. Which is to reign
supreme, The New White Dog
or myself?"

Published weekly by the students of the State Teachers College,
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
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Editorial
THIS THING CALLED CURJESY
A few institutions, a great many, in fact, have existed through the ages.
These institutions are the foundations upon which the life and progress of a
nation are based. They set certain standards which remain the bases for
judgment and knowledge of improvement.
By far one of the most outstanding of these institutions influencing the
races is one called curtesy. It is 'not necessary to define, because it is of
common knowledge, and let us hope, common use.
On occasions, however, this institution called curtesy is forgotten in an
individual's hustle and rush to get somewhere in time, to hear a speaker, to
obtain a certain article, to be sure of a thing. To be even more specific, suppose that you are in class in a sleepy mood, and you find it much easier to get
another's notes from a lecture than listen, organizing the work yourself.
Thus, you just glance at the work of the person next to you, and get her idea
of the class.
That practice is according to Hoyle, or in the limits of his category, but
it's just .not exactly being done. That particular person who sits next to you
may be extremely good-natured and willing to accomodate, but its human
nature every once in a while to rebel. And have you thought that the next
seat neighbor might like to have her notes to herself? If her abbreviations
are known only to herself, she isn't to blame in the least if you find you've
missed the point entirely. Using a threadbare and slightly slangy expression,
that is your hard luck. But that girl next to you may consider he own notes
her own, and not her next-class neighbor's. Let's think that over. At least,
ask her, and be sure that she doesn't mind your glancing at them. That's
what is curtesy.

D. C.
A TRIOLET
Some fishing worms, a rod,:a boat,
A sultry summer sun
And blisters burned on face and
throat,
Some fishing worms, a rod, a boat
Unending patience learned by rote
And fishes—not a single one.
Some fishing worms, a rod, a boat,
A sultry summer sun.
V. R. G.
HALF MEASURES!
These People
Who would rather
Never enjoy to the depths,
Friendship—
Because the bloom may go,
These People
Who would rather
Not follow thru the far altars,
Love=
Because delusions may form. •
»

■

"Did you miss that train, sir?"
"No, I didn't like its looks, so I chased it out of the station."
Elderly man (in elevator):
"Fourth floor, please."
Elevator boy: "Here you are, son."
E. M.: "How dare you call me son!
You're not my father!"
Elevator boy: "Well, I brought you
up, didn't I?"

TO A COLD
I feel the lack!
Everyone is gay— ..
I can't see why,
The day is bright—
Why should it be?"
It is stuffy indoors,
I am at odds with everyone,
I have a cold.

lvc

TYPISTS
Patty Fitzhugh '32
Margaret Bottom '31
Helen Bemis 32

I like to think that an angel boy,
With wings of love's own hue,
Clasps it close to a beating heart
And carries it straight to you.
M. T.

i

These People
Who would rather
Live on half measures
Emotion starved—
Because they feared Life.
D. C.

"Lot's wife had nothing on me," said
the convict as he turned to a pile of
stone. .
A negro employee of the express
company approached his boss with the
quiery:
"Boss, what we gwine to do 'bout
dat billy goat?.He done et up what he
*

gwine.

ii

'

"Hey, sonny, who discovered America?"
"Ohio, sir."
"Ohio, you're crazy. It was Columbus."
"Yes, sir, I know. But I didn't
think it necessary to mention the gentleman's first name, sir."
Old Gentleman, indignantly: "Look
at that girl—wearing knickers, and
her hair cut just like a man's. Why,
it's a disgrace!"
"Sir—that's my daughter!"
"Oh! I beg your pardon, I didn't
realize you were a father."
"Father, indeed, I'm her mother."
Octopu8

SENDING OUT INVITATIONS
(Editor's Note—Just as the proverbial fairy godmother always arrives when Cinderella most needs her,
so Miss Ethel Evans, eminent authority on-ths-proper-thing-to-do and author of the famous book "Etiquette as
She I? Used," contributes an article
of much importance. Her purpose is
to give a little advice on sending out
invitations at commencement.)
I was forcibly reminded today that
commencement time has arrived—I
was the recipient of an announcement!
and so, taking all things into consideration, I decided this was the opportune
time to give a little advice to my dear
readers on the subject.
It is customary to leave two envelopes enclosing the invitation. However,
if you are very hard up, use one of the
envelopes for correspondence—it will
never be missed. The address and
stamp are placed on the outer envelope. Usually nothing is written on
the second envelope unless some preliminary data is absolutely necessary.
I should advise putting the return address on the outside as the invitation
if returned can be used again in case
it does not reach its previous destination.
A calling card is enclosed with the
invitation.
These should be quietly
and unobtrusively engraved in the
best manner and I shouldn't advise
Egyptian hieroglyphics. If you are
sending the announcement to a rather
particular old-maid aunt or your
mother's child-hood friends, be sure to
put whose daughter you are. She will
be sure to have forgotten you or never
have heard of you.
Of course, it stands to reasdn that
you should send an invitation with
great promptness to the wealthy bachelor uncle.
He is certain to do the
right thing.
In sending these invitations you
should take a great deal into consideration—will the receiver be glad to get
it? Will they know the correct form
in acknowledging your remembering
them. If you have a limited supply,
send first the place where it will do the
most good and so on down the list. Try
to conserve as much as possible. If
necessary, enclose a note requesting
first receiver to send it on to a close
friend, and so on. This will be found
to be a very effective means of reaching all your friends and relatives.

Ginsberg: "Mistah Ottist, I vant you
should make me a doughnut sign."
Painter: "Certainly, Mr. Ginsberg,
but I thought you were a butcher, not
a baker."
Ginsberg: "Sure, I am a butcher; I
vant it a sign: "Doughnut Hendel de
VOICES
Feesh."
Oh, speak again and drop your words
Inquisitive old lady: "Where did
like stars
those large rocks come from?"
Into the dark pool of my restlessness
Tired guides "The glaciers brought
What music is there like your voice
them
down."
to still
I.
O.
L.: "But where are the glacThese many voices calling me apart,
AN OLD SPANISH CUSTOM"
AN UP-TO-DATE FABLE
iers?"
The sound of far winds beating on my
T. G.: "They have gone back for
Once upon a time a group were
heart.
We've all heard the old slang expression that "it's an old Spanish cusmore rocks."
seated more or less quietly around a
tom" to do a particular thing. That custom of the Spanish of the Africans
table in the dining room. Eight girls
or any other people could be applicable in the sentence that we should give Oh, speak but once that I may close
Hampden-Sydney: "I'm half inclin- were there, all chatting entertainingly
my ears
better attendance to entertainments fostered by the students and faculty,
of classes, tests and other learning
To
siren
voices from enchanted lands, ed to kiss you."
namely lyceum numbers and various performances of campus clubs. "It's an
Liz Turner: "How stupid of me; I whatnots. The atmosphere was one
old H. T. C. custom" to attend—to be interested enough to attend campus Let me but see you that I may not see thought you were merely roundquite collegiate, quite interesting.
Each white sail starting to some disentertainments. Let's don't forget that.
shouldered."
It happened, tho, that a tiny, grey,
tant shore
On last Friday night the Choral Club' presented an extremely attractive
—Rotunda
quite
harmless, mouse began to make
operetta, a musical play upon which the members of the club had worked. The Where restless sounding seas beat
his
presence
known under the table.
evermore.
result was certainly worthwhile. They gave a splendid performance in spite
-Wife: "But, dear, in this photo- All the girls jumped, screeched and
of the fact that there was little more than a handful of people there.
graph you haven't a single button on drew their feet quickly upon the
Perhaps there was a test you simply had to study for, or a lot of things Forever in my ear are sounding cries your coat."
chairs. Pardon us, did we say all?
you wanted to finish up before Saturday. But^-for a moment reflect of what Of sea-birds winging over silver seas
Hubby: J'So you've noticed that at No, there was one brave person in the
would be rather a hopeless greeting to the cast of that operetta if everyone I would be gone, but yet I cannot heed last! That's why I had the photograph
group. She got down on her hands
These ceaseless calls to life I have not
had that same idea of getting work done.
made."
and knees and searched, yea, examined
known
Couldn't you plan, your work so as to have a few hours free for student
the floor minutely for signs of the
If
your
own
music
stills
each
overentertainment as well as others? It's rather disheartening for the girls
Billy Yeager: Good-bye, my dear, poor mouse. He was gone, neverthetone.
participating. Don't you think that we might, each one of us, sponsor a
I must leave you."
less, she proved her valor and courage.
—The Chronicle
little more loyalty to what goes on here on our campus? That loyalty is
Anne Ferree: "How much?"
It strikes us—now, not too hard, please
a factor in H. T. C. spirit—an institution that really IS an "old Spanish
—Rotunda
—that said girl deserves a great deal
custom" up here.
PROBLEMS IN VISUAL
of credit.
Let's help each other by showing a little more interest in what other girls
Moral: This actually happened—
and other clubs are doing. You'll be gaining something—that's a guarantee. EDUCATION OUTLINED overestimated and it has been used insee
Ripley, almost any newspaper!
discriminately, often as a substitute
And—incidentally—you'll be gaining friends and—H. T. C. spirit!
for,
rather
than
supplementary
to,
The need for a more pedagogical use
ground, this wealth of experience necof
all visual materials in classroom other means of instruction.
10th, and Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,
FIVE SUMMER SCHOOLS ust
essary for efficient growth and develJune 21-August 2, Camp Maqua, Po- work is emphasized by Mrs. Anna V. "Books and illustrative material
TO BE HELD BY Y. W. land, Maine, July 15-Spetember 1, as Dorris, President of the Department must always supplement each other. opment on the part of every child."
In her reference to the general techwell as the usual session of the Na- of Visual Instruction of the National Children must have various types of
nic
of presenting visual aids to inNew York, April 00—Five summer tional School in New York City. The Education Association and director of concrete aids to help them build up a struction, Mrs. Dorris recommends
rich background which will serve as a
schools are announced by the National schools will be open to those who wish visual instruction in the California
State Teachers College at San Fran- basis for comparing, judging and ac- that it be made flexible to meet the
to
study
the
methods
and
program
of
Sfchool of the Young Women's Christcisco, in an article in the May Journal quiring new knowledge. The perfect- needs and interests of the pupils. She
ian Association for 1929.
Held in the Y. W. C. A. movement, either as
of the National Education Association. ion of modern photography has placed adds, however, that "there are certain
Asilomar California, June 21-August volunteer or staff workers or as pre"The value of the motion picture," in the hands of teachers just the fundamental principles governing
2, Proctorsville, Vermont, July 1-Aug- paration for entering the profession.
(Continued to Page 5, Column 1)
says Mrs. Dorris, "has been somewhat means needed to bring this back-
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CAMPUS NEWS
MISS CLEVELAND ENTERTAINS
ON MOTHERS' DAY

WEEK END TRIPS

mond, Va.
Chole Booth visited at Springhill,
Va.
Virginia Schlater went home to
Culpeper, Va.
Margaret Forester went home with
Margaret Whitmore.
Mary Betty Rodes and Dorothy
Rodes visited in Berryville.
Katheryne Shiucker went home to
Timberville.
Mary Neff visited her home in
Broadway, Va.
«
Geneva Pence went to Mt. Jackson,
Va.
Margaret Beck and Mary Hyde
went to Winchester.
Pauline Bill went home to Bluemont.
Maxine Earner and Jean Bricker
visited at Shenandoah.
Ethel Craun went to Weyers Cave,
Sallie McCormick and Mary S.
Rivercomb were entertained at Dale
Enterprise by Margaret Whitmore.
Elizabeth Coyner and Estelle Cox
went to1 Waynesboro.
Mary Hopkins, Kathleen Snapp and
Lucy Swartzel went to Elkton, Va.
Elizabeth Ramsburg went home to
Berryville.
Bessie Blocker visited in Broadway.
Beulah Bright visited in Deerfield,

Jennie Jones visited at her home in
Medium River.
Bertha Campton and Isabel Leech
visited in Lexington, Va.
Selina Linhos went home to Dayton
and took Virginia Hunter Elinor and
Elizabeth Ritchie.
Rebecca Jennings went home to
Dayton with Marietta Kagey.
Elizabeth Sutherland, Helen Sutherland and Frances Sutherland visited
Elizabeth Downey at her home in
Edinburg.
Mary Brown Allgood went home
with Flo-Collins.
Edith Chew, Frances Mathews, Lois
Winston, Jeanette Garl, Virginia Moss,
Sallie B. Jones, Beth Zimmerman,
Hilda Zimmerman, Sarah Prances
Ralston, Agnes Weaver and Gladden
Hook visited in Staunton.
May and Virginia Coffman went
home to Edinburg and took as their
guests Louise Wine, Audrey Cline,
Edith and Esther Glick.
Martha Funk went to her home in
Stephens City.
Geraldina Borden visited at Tom's
Brook.
Eleanor Evans, Margaret Ruth Roberts, Helen L. Bemis, Mildred Coffman, Virginia Saunders and Eleanor
Wren visited in Edinburg.
Louise Harwell and Mary Farinholt
Margaret Pugh and' Robbie Quick Iwent to Petersburg.
went to their homes In Crozet,
Ruth King went to Clifton Forge,
Hilda Levi visited Florence Kelsey Va,
at her home In Crozet.
Virginia E. Saunders and Pauline
Anne Bargamin went to her home in Johnson went to Bedford, Va.
Crozet and took as her guest Nan
Louise Coleman went home to
Henderson, Prances Bell, and Eva Greenwood,
Holland.
Mary Watt visited in Washing-ton,
Frances Rubush and Margaret Glass D. C.
went to their homes in Buena Vista,..
Eugenia Beasley went to Blue
Eileen Edwards and Eva Barnette Spring Run, Va.
went home to Charlottesville.
Mary Stuart Brown viisted in RaGladys Kaylor went home to Grot- phinc
toes, Va.
Pauline Carmines went home to
Virginia Stark, Elizabeth Root, Hampton, Va.
Dorothy Wheeler, and Anne Troit visDorothy Flowers went to Keinsited at Warm Springs.
»^.. - town, Va,
Sarah Brooks went home to SWarts
Claudyne Rosen went to Staunton.
Draft.
Betty Barnhart"went to Baltimore,
Estelle Crockln visited at Fort De- Md,
fiance and New Hope.
Mary Mullins visited in Roanoke.
Margaret Garber, Margaret Martz,
Celia K. Beiser visited In Lincoln,
Louise Spitler, Lillian Klpps, Frances Va.
B. West and Frances Kagey visited In
Corinne Young went to her home at
New Market.
Crew, Va.
Jean Martin, Alice Swink, Jane
Mary Davis was the guest of Mrs.
Lightner and Clelia Heizer visited in Levi in Berryville.
Middlebrook.
Bertha Pense went home to North
May Smelser went to her home in River,
Compton, Va.
Lidia Armentrout went home to
Elaine Hupp and Dorothy Whight Lacy Springs.
went to their homes in Woodstock.
Josephine Cundiff visited in CharMary Jarrelle visited in Swift Run. lottesville.
Marian Pine, Stella D. Moore, Helen
Lucy Copenhaven was a visitor m
Sawers, and Louise Ramsburg went to Mount Jackson.
Berryville.
Vivian McDonald visited at Halifax,
GUESTS ON CAMPUS
Va.
Cornelia Bratton and Phyllis Palmer
Frances Shelton entertained Vernon
visited in Greenville, Va.
Powers of V. P. I.
•
Margaret Dice went to Fairfield.
Carlisle Kennett came to see ClarLouise Reynolds visited in Criglersinda Mason.
ville, Va.
Elizabeth Cox's guest was Laurence
Dorothy Clarke and Mary Dunn
Pace of Universiy of Virginia.
visited in Brookewood, Va.
Linda Saunders entertained Rogland
Gladys Dixon, Elizabeth Rhodes,
Neathery.
Hawes White and Katherine Crim
Gertrude Blake's visitor was George
visited in Culpeper, Va.
Cutler.
Bessie Jarrett and Caroline Macon
Jack Webb came to see Rebecca
visited in Hot Springs, Va.
Leatherbury,
Maxine Head entertained Okla
Anna Keyser entertained Maxwell
Wortman and Pearl Scott at her home
Covington,
in White Hall, Va.
Hugh Elliott of Danville was the
Jeanette Duling and Charlotte Haguest of Ruby Hubbard.
gan went to Luray.
Hallie Ward Adams had Ed WalmsBertha Jennings visited her home In
ley as her guest.
Luray.
"Ted" Davis came to see Margaret
Helene Duvall and Margaret RlckerBottom.
tts went home with Prances Steger.
Estelle LaPrade entertained J."?.
Dorothy Cornell went home to Rich-

Miss Elizabeth Cleveland entertained some of the faculty members and
their mothers at a Mothers' Day Dinner, Sunday, May 12. The dinner was
held in the Senior Dining Hall. Those
present were Miss Anthony, Mrs. Anthony, Miss Robertson, Mrs. Robertson, Miss Palmer, Mrs,. Palmer, Miss
Wittlinger, Mrs. Wittlinger, Miss
Gournyn and Mrs. Allen.

WHAT OUR SENIORS
MEAN TO H. T. C.

AUNT ABIGAIL'S
HAPPY WISDOM

KATHERINE PRESTON
I Dear Aunt Abigail,
Katherine, or "Preston," as so many
I am desperate. Have you ever repeople call you—you are thoroughly ceived a letter from someone whose
fine. We only wish we knew you family has too many birthdays? Well
better.
I here's one. They have just lots of
You are the sort of girl one might birthdays because there are lots in the
talk to, and tell your aspirations to for ! family. It seems that every time I go
the stage or the world of drama or, jto the calendar to cross off the day
airplanes—and not feel that one is there's this Birthday sign staring me
LANIERS CONTINUE STUDY OP being misunderstood. You are one of in the face. Birthdays will drive me
» DRAMA -~
the most observant girls I have ever crazy. I find myself trying to figure
known. And certainly one of the most how many people in the world have
At the regular meeting the Lanier capable.
birthdays everyday. It keeps me broke
Literary Society Friday night the proWhy does everyone have to leave? all the time buying cards and it keeps
gram consisted of talks on the follow- We don't want you to go one single bit me mentally exhausted trying to vary
ing subjects:
we certainly will miss all those the cards from year to year. Then,
"The Drama in France", by Lelia thoughtful sayings—all those little too, I have to be sure that Aunt Flora
Shipp.
witty speeches of yours—We'll miss (whose fatal day falls in January)
"The Drama in England," by Made- your smile—we will be missing all of gets one just as pretty as Aunt Mat
line Anderson.
these in that we'll just be missing you. (who blessed April with her appear"The One Act Play as Literature,"
ance.)
Then my little sister likes
by Dorothy Stevens.
morning glories decorating her cards,
EDNA PHELPS
The program was in keeping with
while little brother prefers gold •'eckl"Eddie here and Eddie there,
the subject being studied by the society
ed edges with red roses.
You can
Its Eddie, Eddie everywhere."
this quarter—the drama.
see, Aunt Abbie, that this is only an
You are just the type, Eddie, that introduction to the trials and tribulawe speak of as good and fine and a tions I undergo spasmodically. I
PAGES HAVE TALK OF
splendid sport, and a reliable sport, know that you, with that infinite wisINTEREST
and attractive, and original, and well • dom of yours, will be able to give some
The Page Literary, Society held its everything that we could want in a advice to a poor trodden sender of
regular meeting in the Music Room real H. T. C. girl. You stand for birthday cards.
And that is
Yours for less birthdays,
Friday, May 19th. After the business absolute genuineness.
about
the
first
thing,
I
think,
that
Dot Townsend
meeting Genevieve Clevinger gave a
could
be
said
to
anyone.
Dear Dot,
most interesting talk on Errors in
Yon can manage meetings, proved
Virginia History, taking her informaIndeed, now, you never did send
tion from Dr. Wayland's book "Facts by your ability as a French Circle your old Aunt Abigail a birthday card
President. You can certainly take part and I even have a nice green velvet
and Fiction in Virginia History."
in athletics, as proved by your parti- album in which I keep all the cards
cipation in all events. You can write my neices send me. I never will for
FAITHFUL EMPLOYEE
and you have—Oh, abilities, abilities, get the day I was born. It's April the
nineteenth. Most every important war
OF SCHOOL DIES abilities.
Eddie Phelps—what are we gonna you notice was begun on April 19th.
The student body will be indeed sor- do without you Huh? Next year—it When I was growing up it was always
ry to hear of the death of Walker Lee, jus' isn't going to seem right. You're war on my birthday over who was to
colored, a faithful employee of the just so one of us—our that we love— have the biggest piece of cake. Here
college for many years. He has been that it doesn't seem right for you to now—I'm a babbling old woman—I
started to give you advice. I know
known by every student as a very leave.
just the thing—it's quite new and popfamiliar figure on the campus. "Walular among college folks. It's this—
ker's" death occured on Friday mornFRANCES BASS
Buy
a card which has attached to it
ing.
A quiet, well-poised, thoughtful, ten coupons. Instruction—With the
much admired and well loved person— card direct the recipient to keep the
Stauntori.
«
that is our Frances Bass. You mean card and tear off a coupon on each
Alvah Pritchar*d from V. P. I. was
a great deal to every one of us here, birthday,-f6r ten years. There now!
the guest of Delphine Hurst.
Frances.
Isn't that clever? Just think you
John Smith from W. & L. came to
In everything that has been given won't have to send any more cards for
see Dot Petty.
y
Garnet Hamrick entertained Wesley to you to undertake, you've done it ten years. Everyone will be satisfied
well and with a splendid spirit. As a and you can put the morning glories
Green of the University of Va.
i
Baxter Gallup was the guest of member of Kappa Delta Pi, the Pages around little sisters and gold decked
and other leading organizations, you edge and red roses around little broDorothy Fre.y.
Tom Hanger of Roanoke was the have done your tasks marvelously, and ther's. Just think cf the saving in
as vice-president, of the student body, stamps and the satisfaction and peace
guest of Katye Brown.
Jimmie Rodgers was the guest of you were all we could ask. All of the of mind involved in such a scheme.
important jobs that a vice-president of
Cleverly yours,
Florence Johnson.
the
student
body
has
to
face,
you
have
Aunt Abigail
Mary Ruth Fuller had J. C. Fuller
accomplished
as
even
the
severest
Dear dear Student Body
as her guest.
My little girls—I haven't written
Paul Haldeman was the guest of critic would be glad to acknowledge as
you a letter for a long time. I am
Marguerite Goodman.
» extremely worth while.
You mean so much to us, Frances! just so distressed. I have been walkRaymond Harrison visited Anne
ing around these nice spring days, I
Ragan.
Virginia Nuchols entertained H. J.
am so distressed over the long faces
K. rVC. HARRIS
Tardy.
A most unusual person—you; You you people are wearing. It is too bad
Larry Borden came to see Elizabeth have tons of ability—tons, yes sir. that you will soon have to leave for
Martin.
i And you are thoroughly attractive— the old home town but don't take it so
Stache Hoff's guest was Bill Thomp- some combination! And you are a Sen- hard. Try to disseminate sunshine.
son of Leesburg.
ior, of course, too—leaving us! We Think of how nice it will be domineer
Bill Lineweaver was the guest of, don't want you to go one single bit. one's little sisters and brothers after
having cringed under the superior
Florence Mitchell.
Coming here last year, you brought
power of a roommate all year. There
Edna Brown entertained Miley Dinwith you a composite of ability, poise,
are lots of compensations. And when
gledine.
talent. You've done quite a bit up
things go wrong you can wreck venMorris Anderson came to see Nettie
here to be proud of. The Honor Roll
geance upon the . faithful tabby cat
Anderson.
each quarter! Nothin' like it, except
who tracks mud over your fastidiousProf. D. R. Carpenter of Roanoke
more of it—yo~u are envied by us less
ly waxed floor. Then there is faithful
College was the guest of Myrtle Carfortunate aspirants! Your Art Club Bill, the boy friend, who will do anypenter,
work has been thoroughly excellent.
thing for you but let you ride the
Elizabeth Brinkley entertained
And your parts in class productions hobby horses—and about that one
William Downey.
have clearly proven your dramatic
thing he is hard boiled.
John Sullivan of V. M. I. was the
ability.
No, dearies, don't pine away like the
guest of Thelma Simmons.
K. N. C.-^on't forget us. Some- fair Elaine, just because the did flagMargaret Simmons' guest was Jim
how there's ra suspicion that you'll be tone rocks in the walk aren't as big
Laury of W. and L.
Kathleen Timple entertained Bour- school-teaching for a little while, but as our beloved blue stone. Just think
not so long! Even—then—don't for- what a change it will be to hear again
bon Rowe of Staunton.
get
us!
the music made by the strong lungs of
Margaret Moon's guest was Finley
baby when he finds out you're back
Woddell.
Mike Hughes: "To what sorority do home. Now if you have any individFrank Pannill came to see Elizabeth
you belong?"
ual problems just write them to me
Kin^
F. Thornton: "Sigma, Sigma, Sig- and I'll help you out.
Elizabeth Fritts entertained Bob
Give my love to the homefolks,
ma."
Gordon.
Mike: "I heard you the first time."
With love,
Bill Kinzie was the guest of Velma
—Rotunda
Aunt Abigail
Bowman.

V.
X
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estates, and fiduciary agents of all
: kinds.
COLLEGE MEANTS
In beginning our editorial, we I 50,000,000 Americans
NEWS OF COLLEGE
BOOKS REVIEWED
to acknowledge our indebted- Directly Concerned
AND COMMENTS wish
Fifty million people in the United
ness and thankfulness to Mr. JoSPORTING WORLD
States are directly interested in such
Katherine Preston,—Editor
AND CRITICIZED
seph Addison, deceased editor of
the Spectator, for furnishing a topic returns from transportation investments, which make it apparent that
William and Mary College recently for us to editorialize upon, and for when the railroad business is depressHARRY
HILLMAN
"Man, Maker of Miracles"—by Hensupplying a few suitable thoughts
SCORES N. C. A. A. had a very celebrated visitor—Henry
ed a large percentage of the country's
dreck Van Loon.
Ford. Mr. Ford was very interested and words in the absence of ourj
non-functioning brain. Also to Pub-) P°P"l«t'°n » adversely affected.
Another prize winner—created by
in the restoration work being carried
"If the college organizations feel
Hendrick Van Loon.
As with his
llus
Vergilius Maro (merely Vergil j
on at that college and in Williamsburg.
to unsophisticated minds) do we ac- (Continued from Page 1, Column 5.),
previous work 'The Story of Mankind', that they should have more say in
the book is delightful from beginning Olympic matters, the best and easiest
cord our sincere thanks and deepest literally scattered to their respective
It seems that every college news- appreciation.
method would be for all the college
I abiding places for the night. And unto end.
Cleverly written, it is full of keen organizations, as well as the individ- paper at which we glance meets us
Along with Mr. Addison, we wish1 til they all met again to return home
satire, gently irony, and a whimisical ual colleges, to join the A. A. U.," says with the identical lurid, stark, hair to divide all female orators (that is, each and everyone reports a wonderful
sort of humor. Van Loon takes man's Harry Hillman, Dartmouth Track raising, breathtaking news (?) that of course, all the feminine sex) into time. It seems that everyone quite
.
natural resources—his hands, his feet, Coach, in his article "Cinder Cham- "exams" are scheduled
three types: (1) Gossips, (2) Gos- fell in love with both G. W. and WashWonder why they (exams) are the sips, and (3) Gossips.
his mouth, ears, eyes, and nose—and pions," in the June issue of COLLEGE
(Ed. note: ington itself.
only things we remember without
shows how man has magnified and HUMOR.
Sunday, both teams met for dinner,
this is written by a member of the
multiplied their usefulness by his ma"I believe," he continues, "that the needing a single reminder?
female species, who, by the way, is then journeyed homeward—or H. T.
chines. We note, with amazement, the, u -ate associations should control
not soured on the world nor bitter C. ward, one would say. Everyone was
.
_!.-* ™nmir the
the world
world I
_ .
,,
, ■ . __J
picture
ofi a~. giant.^crossing
athletics during the college term and
A self-winding "perpetual motion" against her sex.)
We are all gos- delighted with the nice, cordial way in
in one stride, one foot in a modern that the Amateur Athletic Union watch is being offered to college stu- sips, so we may as well admit it
which G. W* University treated,,them,
ocean liner,—the other in a trans-con- should have supervision in summer dents as a prize for writing an effectOurs is to be a discussion of Gos- and especially with Mrs. Russell, the
tinectal express, in his hands are held vacation periods and after graduation; ive advertisement for the watch.
sip, many apologies if we depart from G. W. coach. Tired but happy the
the lightnings, and great factory otherwise athletics in this country
Who wants a watch which never the subject.
Gossip—the term ap- two teams arrived at H. T. C. about
buildings—connected to his mouth are ^^ go(jn ^^ professionalized or runs down?
plied to jabbering about your next- 7 o'cloek Sunday evening, having had
the ears of the world-r-this is the remain inactive. Many of our best
Rather need something on which to door neighbor, talking about your best a wonderful trip and a wonderful
author's representation of the 'Multi- athletes, although developed in college, lay the blame for our own lateness!
friend behind her back, taking a slight drive coming back—even though the
plex Man'!
have remained active and greatly imsuggestion (for you kn°w that where thing most desired coming mack seemVan Loon sumarizes the develop- proved in open competition, and this
ed to be white horses, cows and graveGoing to college does not rob a girl there is smoke there is some fire!) and
ment of invention from the earliest state of affairs is possible only through
yards.
man. His discussions are not tech- the interest of the many athletic clubs of any of her charms, President Wil- magnifying it until you are sure that
Those who represented the tennis
nical, yet, the most meticulous scien- whose policies are controlled by the liam Allan Neilson of Smith College 36-and-so is 'just terr'ble.' A gossip
teams
were: Rand, Bones, Miller, Bowis
a
term
which
may
be
applied
to
tist could find no fraction of untruth Amateur Athletic Union. At the pre- believes.
Mrs.
Fiddle-Faddle
who
knows
before
ers,
Mitchell
and Smith; and those for
in any statement.
Obviously, the sent time there is no athletic organi- "If anybody tells you that the preyou do that you're going to have fish' the swimming team were Wilson, Garsent
generation
of
college
girls
is
combook is for entertainment—not so zation in this country capable of confor supper, and that your sister is rison, Duke, Bird, Proctor, Wherrett
obviously—it carries authentic infor- trolling American athletics other than posed of intellectual monstrosities,
an
aiready secretly married.
d Harris. Miss Rath and Miss Marcome
to
one
of
the
women's
college
mation—deep underneath there is a the Amateur Athletic Union, this body
but lso
Gossiping
is
very
destructive
even
«
Pkyed ** » little P** h the
campuses
for
an
hour
and
you
won't
deep, philosophical view for those who being recognized by foreign bodies as
when
it
is
not
meant
to
be.
We
call
^ping
up of good spirits and good
need
any
other
answer,"
he
said.
care to look for it. He keeps up a the active organifction.
wlU amon the
friend
Vergil,
to
our
aid
in
S
prls. Ask Miss Rath
"It
is
perfectly
clear
that
now
a
our
rapid fire of clever comments in an
"In order to eliminate the friction woman goes to college without sacri- pointing out the destructiveness of about her funeral flowers. 'Tis sad
intimate relationship with the reader. between the different bodies controll, she nearly tore them to pieces because
To any wide awake person, who sim- ing athletics in this country, as to the ficing any part of her charm or any Gossip or Rumor:
of the excitement of the swimming
part
of
her
social
value."
ply can't read everything, nor take a supervision of American participation
"Rumor goes through the great
meet.
—Exchange
course in science once a year, this in Olympic competition, it might be
cities swifter than any other; she in-!
book will fill .A long-felt gap. The advisable for the Federal Government
creases by motion and acquires; (Continued from p
} Column S.)
volume is large—but more of an in- at Washington to appoint a chairman,
A monster
_
*„,.'_'
.
...
i: _ ',_
To be a big university of 10,000 or strength by moving.
frQm
students in this
viting aspect accompanies .its size— who in turn would have power to ap- 25,00 is no longer the high star for which has more watchful eyes, gab-| puMicationf and gince ideas afe ^
than a formidable one.
e
point representative committees from which American colleges strive. The Ming, tongues, and open ears than obtained ^ 8Uggestions from
Most fascinating are his illustraBy night she does _ w
.„ be
„,,
ha
titnrnna,M„ m.—Q„iof/>/I
college and other associations in the ideal now is the small college where anyone knows.
will
thoroughly
appreciated and
tions. One turns the pages, eagerly—
different sections of the country. It attention may be given the problems not close her eyes in slumber, and considered.
Truly, the time-honored cliche 'every
by day, she sits, a spy, on the lofty
might also be advisable to enlist the of the individual.
picture tells a story', fits. We smile services of former Olympic athletes, ' Universities all over the country are towers^-a messenger of falsehood and
with Van Loon at a Muzzin from a
Clean rooms for the friends
who have had experience in interna- planning the ambitious project of error rather than of truth."
Minaret "Extolling the praise of Allah
of College girls at
splitting
themselves
into
a
number
of
Coming down to earth and to
tional competition, to assist in the
and the no less remarkable virtues of
The
very
small
colleges
forming
chains
Salem campus again after our lofty
organization of Olympic matters.
his chief prophet, Mohommed." And
BLUEBIRD
TEA ROOM
under
the
control
of
main
heads.
flight into the realms of the immorThere is, however, no denying the fact
we are startled at his brilliant conGood
course
meals—with
It seems we are gradually reverting tals, we find that even here on Salem
that the Amateur Athletic Union has
ceptions of 'Life', 'Destruction', 'Ice',
plenty
of
hot
biscuit!
supervised the management of all to the free an easy discussion type of campus we have that "messenger of
and similar subjects
,
^ ^ to
flnd school after
several centuries have falsehood and error rather than of
The reader is made to feel awe at ^JJjJ
^.^ ^ ^ passed centuries full of the murmur'
truth."
Having nothing else to enthe
handiwork of man—and yet, Van °
"c ,
, .
,
. . have been most successful. But some ing and lamentations of those of US tertain us except the pleasant occuLoon s conclusion starts a deeper train
.
. '
,, ,.
. , i- Mn„ plan to remove the animosity preval- who have looked with longing eyes pation of studying we resort to
of thought. Man, in order to lighten
"
*7"
upon the informality of Socratic talking about each other, for inRYJUPPARCELF0575ERVICE
his worl, and multiply his powers, ent .'" the Past ™uld, make for har"
Schools.
momous
stance, how much better the girl
has created forces, which threaten to
organizataon.
across the hall would loqk if sh»
enslave him. Will this be so? Or
COLLEGE SPORTS
University of Chicago's, "The tak- wouldn't wear a pink dress with that
will his infinitely potention brain conHARJU30NBURG, VA.
ing of the President," by Robert May- red hair, how many times her roomtinue to create, and thus solve this
Ken Strong, New York University's nard Hutchins, 30 years old, has been mate has borrowed toothpaste from
problem?
sensational Ail-American halfback, is the cause of quite a ripple of excite- us, and how highly indignant we got
That remains to be seen.
THOMPSON'S
also an outstanding college ball player ment in the minds of many, who feel when somebody told us that Flora got
BEAUTY SHOPPE
and will make a promising recruit for that wisdom and prudence are the a box that looked like food and didn't
Finger and Marcell Waving
WHAT IS A
Miller Huggins when he steps into the sacred possessions of only those ad- ask us to have some.
Permanent Waving
Mr. Addison half-way professes to
GIRL BACHELOR? uniform of the New York Yankees vanced in years.
90 E. Market
Phone 525-R
following his graduation this year.
believe what the Irishman said: "A
Cassandra Nelson analyzes the Not having had the spring training
Among the other old methods of woman's tongue must be glad when
bachelor girl, who has come to take trip south with Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig putting oneself through college goes she's asleep, for it has not a moment's
"The Best in Drug Store Mer.
the place of the spinster in the vast and the rest of the Yankee fence bust- this one—A University of Minnesota rest when she is awake." Let's show
chandise and The Finest In
army of unmarried, independent wg* ers, Strong will be handicapped, but Student makes his way by being a Mr. Addison, Mr. Vergil, and the other
Drug Store Service"
men. In the June College Humor, college followers who are looking for- member of the Minneapolis Fire De- ancients that we, here on Salem CamREILLY DRUG CO
ward to seeing this star in the uni- partment at night and attending class- pus, can get rid of gossip and can
Miss Nelson confesses:
Incorporated
substitute for it truth and sincerity,
"In the words of a certain delight- form of a big league j>all club will es in the daytime.
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
their own requisites.
ful Mr. Michael Arley, 'Let's face it!' have no fear, because he has the stuff
\
The Salemite
Let's face the fact that there isn't any which makes good baseball players.
A
recent
threat
of
the
men
at
Tuessential difference between being a Ask Chick Meehan who was responFletchers Pharmacy
bachelor girl or an old maid. In either sible for winning so many of his grid- lane University to introduce the fad WHO. OWN OUR
Try our Delicious" Hot
oi
raising
mustaches
if
their
sister
case the bearer of the title is unmar- iron battles last season, and he will
Toasted Sandwiches
college,
Newcomb,
showed
the
least
RAILROADS?
ried and going it pretty much on her tell you about a big boy who has every"Beat in Town"
evidence
of
disapproval
has
been
own. And that's that, shade it as thing before him and a wonderful reThe glad to see you store
floriously
met
by
the
ladies.
They
The wide increase in railroad owners
cord of collegiate prowess behind, to
delicately as we may.
sweetly beg the gentlemen to "Please ship is becoming a matter of common
—V
"The girl bachelor is urged to be as back up his .efforts.
do"
since
sources
of
mirth
are
limited.
knowledge. The old idea was that the
—College Humor
cosmopolitan as a railway station, and
railroads were owned by Wall Streethers is the task to accomplish sophisWhat we create, we have, and we The contrary is true as may be
Every man is sure of death and
tication without boldness. We must
be altogether untrammeled, as free taxes and that he'll have to shave achieve only after severe struggle. found from a study of railroad re*
When we arrive, we are spent, breath- ports. The capital invested In the
and easy as a chorus girl is supposed when he wakes up in the morning.
Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
less, but eagerly looking forward.
railroads of the country has been
to be and so often isn't, and on the
Hot buttered toasted
—Fernandez
gathered
in
relatively
small
amounts
other hand, we are expected to be as
Next to receiving a present from
Sandwiches
from the people.
exemplary as a Mormon wife, and her husband nothing pleases a woman
No dish over 10c
"Difficulties serve as punishment, as The Interstate Commerce CommisDelicious Coffee
fastidious to an unimagined degree. In more than to boast of it to her friends.
The best Home Made Candies
preventive, as incentive: punishment sion reports there are approximately
a word, we must be Corinthian colwith the lowest price
umns of uprightness or the goblins At a show, concert or lecture, if for past mistakes, preventive for fu- one million individual stockholders in
College girls this is your first
your chair seems uncomfortable it's ture mistakes, incentive to new American railroads, with as many
will git us If we don't watch out.
stop and first up to date store
down town.
more bondholders, insurance compan"The real bachelor girl is generally a sign that the entertainment is below thought, effort, achievement."
—E. E. Purinton ies, trust companies, endowment funds,
(Continued to Page 8, Column 1.) standard.
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Negro Sunday School. If you are interested in civic affairs, you may seek
EXCHANGES, OR
out the potential trouble-spots in your
city
or county. You will certainly find
WHAT HAVE YOU?
Atlanta, Ga., May—:—The Com- your hands full of worthwhile tasks if
Dorothy Frey—Editor
mission on Interracial Cooperation has you seek to do justice—or more.
announced the following prize winners
The Technician, N. C. State College in its annual South-wide college con- SCHOOL COSTS
test for papers on "Justice in Race ReRaleigh, N. C.
lations": First prize, $100, Evelyn
AND THE PUBLIC
College Citizenship
Poindexter Vann, Sam Houston State
Citizenship, one of our country's
! Teachers College, Huntsville, Texas;
The attack on the schools-^-a phase
greatest needs, is one of the great
i second prize, $500, Neal Hughley, of which was described in the Novemaims of the North Carolina State Col, Morehou&s College, Atlanta^ Georgia; ber Journal under the title of "Sanclege. It intends to approach the inI third prize, $25, Holland. King, Hen- tified Squander" continues. It often
dividual, mentally and physically in
i derson-Brown College, Arkadelphia, does the greatest harm in communities
. an educational manner, in order that
Arkansas.
which most need to spend more rather
he may have strength in after days to
than less upon their schools.
|
Every
state
in
the
South
and
fortygive the best he has to the city and
i The conspiracy on' North Carolina—
three
institutions
were
represented
community in which he lives, as well
j An example of what selfish interests
as the nation of which he is a part. j among the papers submitted in the
• contest, many of which, according to can do by taking advantage of local
As well as book knowledge, in every
the judges, were of a very high order. i conditions is the socalled Hancock law,
department of our school the student
j Officials of the Interracial Commission ' recently enacted by the North Carolina
is taught a sense of chivilary, duty,
express themselves as well pleased General Assembly. This law was not
thirft, loyalty, unselfishness, and
! with the results of the contest, the drafted by the responsible school peocharity. No matter what happens in
purpose of which was to focus the at- : pie of the state. It is so confusing
business or social life he may be a true
! tention of college students upon the that no one. knows what it means.
gentleman, seeking to give help and
improvement of interracial conditions Among pernicious features of this
encouragement to those about him. The
; in the Southern states.
It is an- bill are provisions which give to the
college also teaches the student endur! nounced that a similar project will state board of equalization powers
ance in order that he may guard his
j probably be conducted during the next which belong to the state board of eduhealth by eating pure and wholesome
cation and to the local authorities;
school year.
food and to keep always in the best
which weaken the leadership of county
"WHATSOEVER YE WOULD"
physical condition.
Justice Between Man and Man the superintendents by lowering salaries
In the teaching of citizenship the
Needed Solvent in Race Relations and standards; and which seek to keep
student learns that he must stand for
down salaries in communities that are
By Holland King
equal opportunity and justice, which
(The following by a student of Hen- able and willing to pay the maximum
the Declaration of Independence and derson-Brown College is from one of salaries to their teachers.
Perhaps
the Constitution guarantee, and that the prize-winning papers in the South- the attorney general and the equalizain eyery duty of life he may be on the wide college competition recently con- tion board may be able to save a bad
right side and loyal to the best inter- ducted by the Commission on Inter- situation by generous interpretation.- est of the state and nation.
The ability of North Carolina to
racial Cooperation.—Editor)
In the student training in citizenThe just solution of the interracial support schools—It is obvious that
ship which the men in this institution problem in America depends, in the there is in North Carolina enough
are receiving every day in college life last analysis, upon the attitudes con- wealth and income to guarantee to
he is preparing himself to meet the ventionally assumed by white men to- each child a reasonable school opporoutside world with the unselfish ser- wards Negroes. As Albert Bushnell tunity. In 1926 this state paid in
vice that our country needs so much. Hart has stated it, "the crux of the federal taxes more than $194,000,000;
problem of race relations lies in the for life insurance more than $35,000,The Tulane Hullaballo; Tulane Uni- workings of the mind of the white 000; and had accumulated in savings
banks more than $156,000,000.
In
versity: New Orleans
man."
1927
it
paid
more
than
$197,000,000
A self winding wrist watch—a "per- The conventional attitudes since repetual motion" watch that winds it- construction days have included fear, for automobiles. Teachers' salaries in
self,, somewhat on the principle of the suspicion, hatred, and the assumption North Carolina are relatively low—an
pedometer is to be given free to a stu- of natural superiority. These usually average of $.781 as compared with
dent of Tulane University next month, are based on misinformation. News- $1277 for teachers throughout the
according to an announcement by the papers are too prone to publish news country and $2010 for all gainfully ocPerpetual Self-Winding Watch Co., which is derogatory to the weaker race cupied persons.
and to ighore that which is to its How inexpensive good schools are!—
New York City.
The traditions which are It is one of the tricks of the retrenchThe watch is described as "the first credit.
ment propagandists to set forth inpractical solution of the perpetual handed down from father to son are
creases in school costs without taking
motion problem" by the inventor. still tinged with fear born in the days
into account the large expansion in
Tests have proven that it is an accu- when the newly-freed Negroes were
other phases of our life. School costs
rate, dependable timepiece—probably suddenly given control of the state
have increased remarkably, but not so
even more accurate than the ordinary governments.
rapidly as have the demands which
Pseudo-scientific
opinions
on
the
restem-winder. Now that it has been
the public has made upon the schools.
lative
mental
capacities
of
races
have
perfected, it is expected to replace the
The standard of living has gone up
gained
too
eager
credence.
The
new
ordinary stem watch winder just as
and education is an essential element
Negro
is
not
what
the
old
Negro
was,
the stem winder replaced the oldof that standard.
How inexpensive
fashioned key-winding watch years and the new knowledge of the Negro schools are! According to Bureau of
discredits
much
of
the
old
tradition.
ago.
For instance, recent investigations Education figures the total expendihave shown that there is no proof ture per capita of population for eduThe Salemite—Winston-Salem; North that the Negro is incapable of attain- cation was only $16.25 in 1924; $17.15
Carolina
ing any level of civilization which has in 1925; and $17.50 in 1926. Divide
At Leisure
yet been attained by the white man. $17.50 by 365 and the quotient is less
Worship
The new Negro is conscious of his na- than five cents a day per capita for
You say you want to see the inmost tive ability; he is also painfully con- the cost of educating the nation's
shrine
! scious of the limitations by which his children—the most important single
My love has built to hold all that is environment hedges him in.
activity of organized society.
mine
The United States is saying about
What ought to be done about it?
Are your feet light
fifteen
percent of its income. Certainly
"Whatsoever ye would that men should
As new snow white
a
nation
which can show such a record
do unto you." Be open-minded. BeAt night,
need
have
no fears over the expendifore you form an opinion on any interAnd are your eyes as reverent and racially controverted subject, hear a ture of 2.68 percent of its income for
bright
good statement of the Negro's conten- education. The health, skill, and purAs silver Stardust on a silver birch tion, either from a Negro or from pose of the people constitute the
tree
come one in sympathy with him. Be wealth of the nation. To deny youth
Then you may come and see;
fair. Before you cheat a Negro out the adjustment which schools can give
But I implore
of his rightful share of his crop or out is virtually to deny life itself and to
You leave your satin sandals at the of his job, consider whether a real destroy the security of this basic hudoor.
man takes advantage of any one in less man wealth.
What teachers can do to save the
fortunate circumstances.
In your
(Continued from Page 2, Column 6) will to do the right, be strongs enough schools—The public schools are the
teaching and learning which are based to stand up for the rights of a Negro public's schools. Let parents and
citizens once appreciate their real
on accepted theories of psychology, when you see or hear him abused.
and these basic principles must be reAnd if you go that far, you are not significance and they will support them
Among things which
cognized and adhered to in using any likely to stop with mere justice. You generously.
teachers
may
do
to fortify the schools
type of educational tool, be it a book, may find yourself developing a sense
against
unreasonable
attacks are the
a map, an exhibit, or a motion picture. of brotherly kindness. You are alfollowing:
"It is of first concern that teachers most sure to find yourself interested
Let every teacher and school officer
have a scientific conception of the na- in the welfare of your neighbors
ture of the child and how he develops. across the color line. If you are a make sure that the schools are doing
If thought is clear" and natural, normal housewife and hire a Negro maid, you the best work that can be done with
processes and methods will almost in- may make a visit to her home to see available resources.
Let every child understand the imevitably follow, because they will be how she lives. If you are a church
correctly motivated."
worker, you may teach a class in a {Continued to Page 6, Column S.)
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HinkleV
Shoe Shop

MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday May 12th

THE HOME OF GOOD SHOE
REPAIRING
Ladies Half soles applied without nails , .*•
Work called for and delivered.
Phone 443R
75 West Market

Remember your mother on that
day. We have hundreds of
beautiful cards from which you
can selcet. Come in early.

Valley Book Shop
........................j

*

The "F Is—
* We know the "?" is the plane that
broke records for heavier-than-air machines, of course—but there's another "?"
closer home. '
This "?"'.is, What's what in Summer
Footwear, and we know you would like
to know. We will be glad to show you
the Unusually New Footwear Styles at
$4>95

$5> 95-

-*6. 95

rfaeMcfa/tySmsCk.

S.BLATT'S
B. Ney & Sons
VICTOR RECORDS
>

*. 65*
Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5

WEAR MERIT SHOES AND HOSIERY
Every Pair of our Hosiery Guaranteed Runnerproof

MERIT SHOE COMPANY, Inc.
40 N. Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia

Hess Studio
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lilian Gochenour
MILLINER
Exclusive Millinery
Silk Underwear

FETZERS'
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
Newest and best things in
Pumps, One Strap's, Oxfords, Hosiery Ac.
Van Raalte Gloves
$1.00
Point Heel Silk Stockings
$0.95 — 1.85

1.60
1.65

CANDYLAND
The Home when you are away from home
HOMEMADE CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
We have installed a new Brunswick Panatrope for better
music with the latest records
We give the best of Quality, With the best of Service
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portation via railroad has improved,
Blue Ridge offers a venture inj (Continued from Page A, Column 1) and found new industries; we draw
if anything.
four
million
of
our
young
people
into
THE COST OF THE
friendship—ten days of association a college girl, or its equivalent, as we
high
schools
and
lay
the
foundation
Today trains make faster time, are
in the .advertising columns. She
PUBLIC SCHOOLS with students from other colleges ray
for
a
new
civilization.
We
cannot
afsafer
and their passenger coaches
with whom problems are discussed, hates to go back to the small town
ford
to
starve
education—fundamental
more
luxurious
than ever before. In
and wants to try her dream of some"Can the States afford to educate projects planned and friendships
alike
to
individual
success
and
nahauling
freight
they
make better time
thing she longs to accomplish. Sometheir children?" The research divi- formed. It offers an opportunity to
tional
security.
Let
us
rather
insist
than
ever
before
and
in handling perthing worth while. She proposes to
sion of the National Education Asso- broaden one's outlook through conthat
money
wisely
spent
for
good
ishable
goods,
due
to
more scientific
choose her own friends and to keep
ciation asks and answers this question tacts with students from other naschools
is
an
intelligent
investment
handling
than
was
possible
in former
the ones she made during her college
with a new set of statictics showing tions; to know some thing of great
which every community schold make years, and to modern refrigeration
years.
These
girls,
true
bachelor
the relation between expenditures for international organizations and movegirls, come to the city, go into snug according to its resources, its needs, methods, they have vastly improved.
public schools in the various common- ments.
and its ambitions for its children.
Railroads of America will continue to
It offers us the chance to talk with vWnter and summer quarters and prewealths and the amounts paid for varReprinted
from
.
improve and they are deserving of
older men and women who are keen- pare to fight it out on that line.
ious luxuries.
The
Journal
of
the
National
Educapatronage for this reason if for no
"If the girl 'bach' is busy all-day,
ly aiive to world problems and who
s
tion
As
ociation
The District of Columbia, for exother.
gladly share with us their thought she still must shine in the evening, no
ample, spent $9,658,614 for schools and
May, 1929
matter
how
difficult
it
is
to
pull
her$68,148,672 for automobiles in 1926. and experience.
SPRING THOUGHTS
It challenges us with the compel- self together. She must, in her own
The corresponding figures for Maryling idea of a world which knows way, compete with girls who have been RAILROADS AS
I want to sing of love
land were $26,577,101 and $168,578,no discrimination of race, class, at their toilets since four in the afterEMPIRE BUILDERS Today.
295. There was about the same relacreed or nation: of seeking to make noon. If a bachelor girl is really too
My heart is singing soft,
tionship in Virginia with $28,384,866
Jesus' law of Love effective in life's j tired to go to dinner or to the theatre
Railroads
of
the
nation
should
not
In tune
for schools and $169,733,885 for autorelationships: of. experiencing "full 0r to a dance with a man, she knows be forgotten. They were here shortly With all the beauty Spring
mobiles.
and creative life through a growing' that the'Revised and Enlarged Primer after waterways were our best method
Has sent.
The National Capital in the same knowledge of God." •
jfor Bachelor Maidens' says: 'If you of transportation and they came into A ray of sunshine gold.
year spent $16,279,458 for tobacco,
From the service of worship which won't accept his offers of entertain- being when even Indian trails still Descends from blue above—
$14,067,144 for soft drinks, ice cream, begins the day to the group mee^'ment, it is absolutely necessary that
persisted. They preceded the auto- Combines its song of love
chewing gum and candy, $8,232,276 ings at night, there is much which
And mobile and the airplane. And they With mine.
vou offer him'some of yours.'
on theater and movie tickets, $6,293,- will appeal to every student: Work- then it's up to'yoii to be doubly enter196 on jewelry, perfumes and cosmet- shop hours for cabinet members to taining, amusing, hospitable, attract- are still serving the public, running
in every direction across the continent The flowers' faces touched
ics, $3,798,834 onsporting goods and discussproblems and work out plans jve_altogether as lovely as you can
day
and night, winter and summer By wind,
toys. The total expenditure for these for a more effective Y. W. C. A. on
be.
The greening velvet grass,
^purposes was $48,670,908—more than the campus next year: Studio hours "In summer it is absolutely in the alike.
American
Railroads
The stones
^ five times as much as the total expen- for the delightful pursuit of one's books that you know how to manage
Continue
to
Improve
Embraced by clinging moss
diture for schools.
favorite hobby; quiet trips to places your golf clubs. People won't expect
They played no inconsiderable part And vine,
Maryland did a little better, with of interest—much which goes to make you to be a Helen Wills, but you must
expenditures of $86,110,068 for auto- an integrated personality, so, "Why play tennis. If you ride,, that's so in building up the country as a whole. In chorus seem to tune
mobiles and luxuries, compared with not go to Blue Ridge?"
much velvet. And 'Dance, Little They linked villages and cities and Their song with this of mine—
' the $26,577,101 for schools. The figures
—Rotunda Bachelor Maid, Dance!' These accom- made it possible for shippers and conThe song that warms like wine
in Virginia were $74,878,320 against
plishments often take that famous last sumers to transact business over long
(Continued
from
Page
1
.^Column
A.)
distance.
Today
they
are
as
good
as
The world.
the $28,384,866 scholl expenditure.
penny to learn, keep up properly array
best
impersonators
of
the
famous
Dr.
ever
and
even
better.Modern
transJ. E. P.
—Romance! Romance.
It may be
"Our yearly income," says the rejust around the corner. That is why
port of the research division, "now ap- Jekyll.
proached ninety billion dollars. That The synopsis of the story "Dr. Jek- so many of us bear the life with gayS.T.C..-.«
. this income is ninety billions, rather yll and Mr. Hyde". as given by Mr.. ety and humor.
Walderman
was
as
follows.
'"Take warning! Don't go too far
than fifty or sixty billions, is very
_ JEWELERY
Dr. Jekyll, scholar and dignified out in the streams of independence!"
largely due to human factors, special
College Huntor
capabilities possessed by the Nation's learned physician, did a great deal of
Complete lines of Jewelery
citizenry, which are the result of such expert chemical work. He discovered
and kindred lines.
agencies as good schools. These qual-r a marvelous drug which had the power (Continued from Page 5, Column S)
IS YOUR FROCK
ities have not been developed in a day to transform a person from his natural portance of the schools in his life and
Expert Repair Work ■
self into another personality. He took
nor a decade.
the drug and became the vile Mr. Hyde | his obligation as a citizen to protect
"Our annual investment in schools who was a deformed criminal.
D. C. DEVIER & SONS
"Wall-Flower"
He and support them,
is now about two and a quarter billion frequented the slums of * London and
Encounige Influentia citizens to
On Right at S. E. Cor. C. Sq.
Proof?
dollars. Due to the special aptitudes gave vent to his evil impulses. When acknowledge their debt to the schools^
which the schools have assisted in he desired, or when he was about to
Did you ever stop to think what the
If your frock came from
creating, our income has been increas- be caught, he would take the drug and school ha* meant m your l.fe?
our store of course it's
ed by ten, twenty or more billions a became the honored and respectable
Make the birthday of Horace Mann,
year. If the schools have had even a
May 4, an occasion for a study of his
Dr. Jekyll. This powerful drug soon
"wall-flower" proof.
small share in discovering and developgrew upon Dr. Jekyll like an opiate or contribution to American life. Civics
ing these special aptitudes, the invest- liquor.
It is cleverly styled, too,
His form changed into Mr. classes, school assemblies, and newsment made in them has been an expapers
may
feature
the
work
of
this
Hyde without having to take it. Only
and doesn't cost half as
2 doors North of
ceedingly profitable one.
when he wished to return to Dr. Jek- great educator and statesman.
Virginia Theatre
In every promotion and commence"This conception of the place of yll's form did he have to resort to it.
much as you would think.
Modern
Cleaning & Pressing
schools in our economic system sug- Soon the drug became low and Dr. ment ceremony, call attention to the
Expert Hat Cleaning of all kinds
Even
Freshmen
know
gests that we look upon expenditures Jekyll was horrified to find that he school's importance and its large conElectric Shoe Repairing
for education as payments to a depre- could not reproduce the drug. The tribution to the life of the community
Shoe Shine Parlor for Ladies
that!
and Gents
ciation or insurance fund which it is material that he used in the first one along lines indicated by each of the
Work
called
for and Delivered
the sheerest folly'to neglect. The spe- contained some unknown impurity. seven cardinal objectives.
Phone 26BW Harrisonburg, V».
Let American Education Week each
cial human aptitudes which have been All kinds of crimes including murder
principally responsible for recent eco- had been blamed on the mysterious year be a time of educational revival
nomic advance in the United States Mr. Hyde.
The police were after when parents, teachers, and citizens
are of a perishable rather than per- him, and escape seemed impossible. will unite in appreciation of the school
A Lunch Immense For 25c
manent quality. This all-important The drug was gone, and rather than and its service to the community.
Teachers
are
responsible
not
only
asset may be completely lost in one face capture, Dr. Jekyll committed
Tasty
generation."
suicide in the hideous form' of Mr. for doing well the work of the classANITARY
Sandwiches
The Evening Star
(Operating nearly half century)
Hyde. This popular work of Steven- room, but for seeing that the school
ODA
Homemade
son has new been made into drama. It itself is appreciated and understood in
ANDWICH
Ice Cream
is one of the most important plays order that the work of the classroom
WHY GO TO
HOPPE
and Pies
PHOTOGRAPHS
produced on the English speaking may be adequately financed and proNew
Records
BLUE RIDGE? tage.
perly protected from the inroads of
for every need
The play is slightly different from selfish interests.
We mail WHITMAN'S
On many a campus in the South,
Efficiency counts—We need not dethe book in that it relates all of the
students are asking, "Shall I go to
For MOTHER'S DAY
terrible experiences of Mr. Hyde as a lude ourselves into thinking that the
Blue Ridge this summer?" Once they
nation
can
afford
to
do
less
than
its
dream experienced by Dr. Jekyll.
have been to the conference there the
Mr. Walderman gave besides sev- best by all its youth. People move
question .is not "Shall I go?" but
eral short selections a wonderful por- about easily and depend much upon
"How can I go again?"
Diamonds
Watches
trait study of Mr. Hyde as he is* get- each other. We are one in the end
What is it that Blue Ridge has to
and
our
children
will
be
more
intimateting the drug from a friend of Dr.
offer which makes hundreds of stuNow Showing
John W. Taliaferro
Jekyll. This man refused to let Mr. ly dependent upon the intelligence and
dents long to return?
Hyde leave his room with the drug as good spirit of their fellows than we
New Spring Dresses
To those who live in the lowlands
JEWELLER & OPTOMETRIS
he recognizes him as the person who are today. The slow and sure proBlue Ridge offers the stimulating att0
cess
of
education
is
the
only
way
put.
has been committing so many terrible
$5.00
$39.50
mosphere of a high altitude; a chance
crimes. Swearing him to secrecy Mr. Our people have started upon that way
Established 1879
•for mountain climbing, after the
Hyde swallows the liquid and imme- and they dare not turn back; for it is
hurry of college life the peace and
the way of freedom and achievement.
Harrisonburg's Oldest, Largest
calm of the eternal hills; a new real- diately return to his natural form, All that we put in the schools comes
of Dr. Jekyll.
ization of the greatness of God as one that
The main themeof this story is that I back manyfold. We put a dollar into
and Best Jewelry Stor*
sees the splendor of his creation; a
new sense of things which are of real every man his two natures-one o I commerce; we build technical schools
good and the other bad.
value.

NICK & CO.
Cleaners

The Dean Studio
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RALPH'S

B. Ney & Sons

All Coats and Dresses

Harrisonburg, Virginia

REDUCED

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Poat Office
On the Hill

